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Our Business
px group is a fully integrated infrastructure solutions business, with over 25 years’ experience. We provide
innovative operations management, engineering services and energy management solutions to partners in
high hazard, highly regulated industries. Our focus is improving operating performance of commercial and
industrial facilities, with zero harm to people, environment asset and reputation. Join us as we continue our
success! In 2019 we were one of the Sunday Times Grant Thornton Top Track 250. In the north-east we’re
one of the largest growing companies, have won new operations and maintenance contracts and acquired a
majority stake in Camm-Pro Limited, an oil/gas project management specialist.

The Opportunity
px group ('px'), own and operate the 370 acre top tier COMAH site Saltend Chemicals Park (SCP) - near Hull.
With a cluster of world-class chemicals and renewable energy businesses, SCP is strategically positioned on
the UK’s busiest ports complex – and is a location of world-scale manufacturing, operational, engineering and
service excellence and, innovative technology.
Due to continual expansion and growth we’re now looking for two Electrical Technicians with a commitment
to delivering excellence and improvements in electrical maintenance, to join our multi-disciplinary
engineering and maintenance technician team.
In your new role you’ll complete and contribute to a diverse range of electrical maintenance activities,
breakdown support, installation works and engineering support for activities on both our plant and
equipment and that of our customers and clients.
You’ll be supported with personalised on the job training and coaching and regular development and
performance reviews to develop, maintain and improve your contributions and competence.
To be considered and successful in the role, you’ll have as a minimum the following:

Minimum Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time served apprenticeship in an electrical discipline
NVQ level 3 or equivalent in electrical or control discipline
Experience in planned, preventative maintenance on electrical starters, motor control centres,
motors, distribution, earthing systems and fault finding.
Consistently working as and contributing to a successful team-sharing ideas and building capability.
Meeting performance work targets and suggesting and supporting improvement implementation.
Strong personal SHE ethic, knowledge and contributions including permit to work and RAMS
Microsoft Word, email and CMMS inputting and reporting
Understanding of Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvements in an engineering environment.
Contribute to its delivery and maintenance

In order for your application to be progressed, all candidates must meet the minimum requirements of
the job role person specification.

More information:
May be found in the job description & person specification for this role/position.
Please note this role may close early or be extended depending on the volume of applications.
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